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July brings the start of the school holiday season and a series of weekend events sponsored by North 
Tyneside Council including the NEBPT Bus Rally at Whitley Bay, which took place on Sunday 20th 
July. Vehicle attendance numbers were good this year, as was the number of visitors who came to 
the event.  
 
Go North East supported us as usual, with two of their modern vehicles to run the shuttle between 
rally site and the Stephenson Railway and every bus seemed full as they departed or arrived at our 
Bournemouth Gardens site. Demand was such that RML PCN 762 was also pressed into service on 
this route to boost capacity. 
 
The free seafront bus service had the usual interesting mixture of vehicles offering rides to the excited 
and interested public and the sight of the single deck fully open top ex Maidstone & District AEC 
Regal HKL 826 trundling along the seafront was definitely a sight to be seen. Open top vehicles are 
always popular at this event and as well as the aforementioned AEC Regal it was good to see the 
Stagecoach City Sightseeing Olympian taking its turn in service, fully loaded with brave people who 
decided they wouldn’t be put off by the chilly North West breeze. 
 



In spite of a cool breeze, the weather managed to behave itself for the whole day with no sign of the 
heavy rain forecast for the end of the afternoon.  
 
As well as vehicles from Go North East and Stagecoach we had a ‘57 registered Enviro 400’s on 
display from Arriva and Kingsley’s displayed a Metrobus and an MCV Evolution MAN. 
 
Scania isn’t a name much associated with bus preservation so it was a nice surprise to see 1982 
Scania BR112DH ex Busways JFT 413X on display, this bus having been very recently restored to a 
high standard by Gardeners of Spennymoor. It is painted in its later yellow Tyne & Wear livery, 
complete with blue wheels. It is amazing how many ex Tyneside vehicles have survived and are 
gradually all being restored and being painted in the various versions of yellow livery. Keith Buckley, 
the owner of JFT 413X also has ex Busways Scania Metropolitan OCU 769R which is under 
restoration and will eventually return to the road. Another of these survivors and regular attendee to 
our events is Atlantean EJR 111W restored in yellow Newcastle Busways colours and the two buses, 
which were posed together, received many compliments. 
 
Also, further down the line of vehicles was our own NEBPT owned Leyland Fleetline RCU 838S in the 
Sunderland Busways version of the yellow livery. A Bristol RESL in Tyne & Wear colours completed 
the local scene, this bus taking turns on the free seafront bus service, which this year, was extended 
northbound to Seaton Sluice.  
 
John Shaw’s ex Exeter Guy Arab UFJ 292 made a welcome return to the rally scene, having had a 
brief spell off the road. This vehicle is always popular when it takes part on the free bus service, which 
it did and was well received, visitors always commenting on the 'Indian chief' radiator cap. 
 
A new Yorkshire visitor to the event was Bristol RELL6G THL 261H originally new to West Riding and 
restored into that operator’s green, with a cream band. 
 
As well as the front entrance NEBPT owned Routemaster we had a selection of privately owned ex 
London examples on display and in service. I am pleased to report that Steve Griffin’s RML 2551 JJD 
551D is in fine form as I was invited to drive the vehicle on the seafront service.  
 
It is easy to understand why these vehicles, which were designed over 50 years ago, survived on the 
streets of London so long after their intended design life. With their modern engines, light steering and 
easy to use controls they are, in some respects, not far behind much younger buses of today and it is 
always a pleasure to take the wheel of a Routemaster and draw comparisons with buses of the same 
era.  
 



 
 

John Shaw’s Massey bodied Guy Arab UFJ 292 
 
Hopefully all of these buses and more will appear at our Seaburn Rally and we look forward to seeing 
you, at this, our biggest event of the rally season. 
 
 


